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	 Vocabulary	EXTRA!	 Revision
7–8

Unit	7

1	 Match the phrasal verbs 1–8 with their definitions a–h.

1	 go up	 a	 discover

2	 come down	 b	 start

3	 cut off	 c	 build

4	 go on	 d	 call

5	 find out	 e	 increase

6	 put up	 f	 decrease

7	 kick off	 g	 disconnect

8	 ring up	 h	 continue

Now complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the phrasal verbs.

1	 The price of new technology always  comes down  
as the technology becomes more common.

2	 I’ll      you      when we get to 
the airport.

3	 Champions League matches always      
at 8.45pm.

4	 Our phone line has been      because we 
forgot to pay the bill.

5	 He      singing but no one was listening.

6	 We      a new wall at the end of our 
garden.

7	 Can you      what time the film starts?

8	 Prices are      and up. 

2	 Add the prefix re- to these verbs, and complete the 
sentences. You may have to change the form. 

appear    build    discover    place    play    tell    write 

1	 I’ll have to   rewrite   my essay because I made 
so many mistakes.

2	 I      a book I hadn’t looked at since I was 
ten years old last week.

3	 The final was a draw, so the teams will have 
to      next week.

4	 Our garden wall fell down yesterday, so we’ll have 
to      it.

5	 I’m really sorry I lost your book. I’ll      it, 
I promise.

6	 I don’t know where she’s been but she      
about three minutes ago.

7	 You’ll have to      your story when the 
police arrive.

Unit	8

1	 Complete the table with these words.

beat    chords    conductor    DJ    drums    
hip hop    jazz    piano    saxophone    singer    
soloist    soul    techno    tune    violin    violinist

People Styles Instruments Songs

beat

Now use some of the words to complete the 
sentences.

1	 I don’t like the tune but the      of the 
song makes me want to dance.

2	 Can you teach me the      of the song? 
I want to play it on the guitar.

3	 Who’s your favourite     ? Mine is 
Lady Gaga.

4	 There was a fantastic      playing techno 
in the club last night.

5	 We’ve got a     . There are some keys 
missing because it’s very old.

2	 Add the suffix -ness to these adjectives in the box to 
make nouns, then complete the sentences.

clever    fit     happy    ill    polite    
sad    thoughtful    weightless

1	 I’m lucky. I’ve never had a serious  illness .

2	 I think      is the most important quality a 
person can have. I hate rudeness.

3	 I need to do something about my     . 
I feel tired just walking upstairs.

4	      helps you pass exams.

5	 When you travel in space, you 
experience     . It must be very strange.

6	 My sister really found      when she 
married Paul.

7	 I must thank you for your support 
and     . You’ve been a great help. 

8	 It is with great      that we have to 
announce that Gareth is leaving the company.
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